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A r t a nd A r t C r i t ic i sm
Do we still have to justify? Do will still have to argue
that painting is an ongoing theme in artistic creation?
Besides, it has only be a few that ever argued for it’s
death – the public at large goes unnoticed – is as ever
appreciating painting and sculpture as the foremost
production of art. Drawing a line, applying color to a
flat surface- an action that comes spontaneous to us,
an activity we all were delighted to fulfill. Our first artworks are often drawings and paintings. Since it comes
to us so naturally, I continue since this early age, thinking it was the most natural thing to do.
The awareness grew that natural or not- it was not an
all-inclusive habit in everybody’s life.
While studying Fine Arts in South of France, I received
more insights on this fatal death of painting. But how
can it not be contemporary if I. – me a contemporary
of this society- is producing it? If I still have a strong
desire to produce an artwork while applying color to a
canvas? Nineteen century Romantic, is how my professors would describe my ambitions. Well, quite typical
for a German after all, I learnt. So I struggled with my
desire to paint, producing a Maîtrise d’Arts Plastiques
on a highly Romantic topic: La Création complexe ou à
la poursuite du spirituel à l’aube du XXIieme siècle (The
complexity of creation or in search of the Spiritual at
the dawn of the 21st century.)
That was in 1994. The painting series Cascades is
ongoing ever since. Yes, I do believe in the tradition
of Kandinsky, Paul Klee and Rothko. Painting can still
move us and “make visible”. Since the aura of a painting gets highly diminished through the reproductionagreeing with Benjamin, not with Malraux for once- it
remains the hand produced original painting that can
in an ideal situation fullfill its essential function- emanating the flux or energy of the creative process, be of
transformative quality.
But through my work I am not making a case for painting alone, since all forms of art may it be performance,
installation, video, photography, architectural structures, land art etc have this inherent potentiality. The
more medium of expression we have, the richer the
artistic expression. Thinking about art, teaching, lecturing, writing about art can contribute to the necessary
flux in art. I am keenly aware that I am entering battled
grounds since artists and critics do often distrust each
other. The reason? Power and control. Despite the fact
that the artist is producing the artwork per se, the
critic, curator, dealer or collector nevertheless has to
choose the work and therefore transform the art production into a product of art. Due to this key position,
that not the artist holds, but rather the theoreticians,
an animosity by the large amount of rejected/and or
accepted artists got installed.

As an artist I entered the field of art history- to better
understand it’s functioning and to grasp the ultimate
meaning of the judgment of art. I was often surprised
how far apart these two disciplines are- how little
creative urge there was but how highly is viewed the
aesthetic experience.
As a result, I started to work as a gallery lecturer at
the Museum of Modern Art in New York. I was able to
encounter the public at large. As a lecturer I was able
to play the mediator between the art work/world and
the more or less curious audience of this world. As an
art historian I fulfill a position, as an artist I am producing an ephemeral-ever- lasting body of work: art
communication as a form of art (Kunstvermittlung als
Ausdruck von Kunst). Mediating, bridging the worlds.
(rmg)
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education
CUNY, Graduate Center,
City University of New York, USA
since 1997 ABD 2001
M.A. Art History 2001
Ph.D. program in Art History
University Aix-Marseille I,
Aix-en-Provence, France 1991-1995
Departement d’Arts Plastiques
Maitrise d’Arts Plastiques
(M.A. Fine Arts and Art History) June 1994
Master thesis on metaphysical tradition in the painting of 20th century
University of Mannheim, Germany
Grundstudium in Roman Languages and Political
Sciences 1988-1990

professional career
Eastern Mediterranean University, Famagusta,
TRNC Sep.2003-2004
Senior Lecturer for Art History with special focus on
Modern and Contemporary art in the Archaeology and
Art History Department.
Dis-positiv. For the production of art and discourse.
Berlin, staatsbank April 2003
Documenta11, Kassel, Germany. June-Sept.2002
Lecturer
Museum of Modern Art, New York, USA.
Gallery Lecturer, Education Department and Visitor
Service 1997-2002.
A selection of exhibition covered during my lectures:
Bonnard: A Retrospective curated by John Elderfield.
Egon Schiele: The Leopold Collection, Vienna
curated by Magdalena Dabrowsky and Rudolf Leopold
Alberti Giacometti
Fernand Leger
Rodchenko

Jackson Pollock: A Retropective curated by Kirk
Vardedoe
Jasper Johns: A Retropective curated by Kirk Varnedoe
Gerhard Richer: Forty Years of Painting curated by
Robert Storr
Chuck Close curated by Robert Storr
The Museum as Muse: Artists Reflect curated by
Kynaston McShine
Objects of Desire: the Modern Still Life curated by
Margrit Rowell
On the Edge: Contemporary Art for the Werner and
Elaine Danheisser Collection, Curated by Robert Storr
Antonin Artaud: Works on Paper.
Sigmar Polke: Works on Paper curated by Margrit
Rowell
Exhibitons organized by the Department of Photography
Atget curated by John Szarkowski
Roy de Caravan: A Retrospective curated by Peter
Galassi
Walker Evans and Compagny curated by Peter Galassi
Andreas Gursky curated by Peter Galassi
Exhibitons organized by the Print Department
Pop Imressions in Europe and USA: Prints and Multiples from the Museum of Modern Art
Curated by Wendy Weitman
The Russian Avant-Garde Book 1910-1934 curated by
Margrit Rowell and Deborah Wye
Stenberg Brothers: Constructing a Revolution in Soviet
Design curated by Christopher Mount
Exhibitions organized by the Department of Architecture and Design:
Mies in Berlin
The Un-Private House curated by Terence Riley
Perfect Acts of Architecture curated by Jeffrey Kipnis
and Terence Riley
Structure and Surface: Contemporary Japanes Textiles
curated by Cara McCarty and Matilda McQuaid
Workspheres: Design and Contemporary Works Styles
curated by Paola Antonelli
French Landscape: The Modern Vision 1880-1920
Modern Starts: People, Places, Things
Making Choices
Modern Art Despite Modernism curated by Robert
Storr
Modern Contemporary: Art at MoMA Since 1980
Solomon Guggenheim Museum, New York, USA.
1998-2003
Education Department and Visitor Service: Gallery
Lecturer.
Lectures on permanent collection and special
exhibitions
A selection of special exhibitions that I covered during
my lectures between 1998-2003:
China 500 Years
The Art of the Motorcycle
Premises. Invested spaces in visual arts, architecture
and design from
France 1958-1998
Giorgio Armani
Frank Gehry, Architect
Brazil Body and Soul

After Mountains and Sea: Frankenthaler 1956-1959
Visions of Paris: Robert Delaunay’s Series
Rendez-vous: Masterpieces of the Centre Georges
Pompidou and the Guggenheim Museum
Picasso and the War Years 1937-1945
Jime Dine, Walking Memory
Surrealism: Two Private Eyes, The Nesuhi Ertegun
And Daniel Filipacci Collections
Clemente, Retrospective
Amazones of the Avant-Garde:Exter, Goncharove, Popova Rozanova, Stepanova, Udaltsova (Russian Avant
Garde, Women Painter)
Norman Rockwell: Pictures for the American People
(painter/artist/illustrator)
Naim June Paik (father of video art, a retrospective)
Matthew Barney (the star of the late 1990’s, retrospective of his achievements especially Cremaster
1-5).
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, USA.
1999-2003
Education Department, Visitor Service.
Gallery Lecturer.
Lectures on Western Art History including Egyptian,
Greek, Roman, European art since Medieval Times
and American Art since the 19th century to today.
Special Exhibitions covered during my lectures:
Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids
Vermeer and the Delft School
The World of Scholar’s Rocks: Gardens, Studios, and
Paintings (China)
William Blake
Portraits by Ingres: Images of an Epoch (19th century
France)
Caspar David Friedrich: Moonwaterchs (German
Romanticism)
Romanticism and the School of Nature
Beyond the Easel: Decorative Paintings by Bonnard,
Vuillard,
Denis and Roussel 1890-1930 (Les Nabis).
Paul Signac 1863-1935: Master Neo-Impressionist
The Anneberg Collection of Impressionist and Post-Impressionist Masterpieces
Painters in Paris: 1895-1950 (showing the large
spectrum of modern masters active in Paris in the
first half of the 20th century).
Walker Evans (Photography)
Dancing on the Roof: Photography and the Bauhaus
(Weimar, Dessau)
Surrealism: Desire Unbound
Landscapes by Klee and Kiefer (German Expressionism and Neo-Expressionism)
Max Beckmann Prints (German Expressionism)
Balthus Remembered
92 Street Y New York, USA.
Art History Instructor
Classes on site at the Metropolitan Museum
March-December 2000
Fall Semester 2000:
Starting with Pierre Puvis de Chavanne, Cabanel,
Ingres, Delacroix, Constable, Turner, Corot via the
School of Barbizon, Millet, Courbet, Rodin to the
Impressionist and Post-Impressionists (Manet, Monet,

Renoir, Pissarro, Gaugain, van Gogh, Cezanne) to the
special exhibition of Painters in Paris 1895-1950.
Discussion in detail each class one or two artists
or movements such as the Nabis, Cubism, Brancusi,
Leger, Miro, Balthus, Giacometti, Helion, Dubuffet et al.
Contiuation in the 20th century galleries discussion of
Abstract Expressionism (Rothko, Kline, Still, Pollock,
de Kooning), Pop Art (Jasper Johns, Andy Warhol
et.al.), Minimalism, Sully, Kiefer, Winter, Kiki Smith
and others.
Classes on site at the Museum of Modern Art.
Spring and Summer Semester:
MoMA 2000 II&III. Discussion to each art work,
theoretical, historical, political background, attention
to technique and material. MoMA 2000 II&III organized
by all departments of the Museum which meant that
painting and architectural models, photography, and
print as well as drawing were next to each other to
support the curatorial idea. The distinctive exhibitions
discussed were: French Landscape: The Modern Vision
1880-1920.
Modern Starts: People, Places, Things (showing all
highlights of Modern art production). Making Choices:
a selection of all works from all departments, with
special focus on contemporary art production.
Modern Art despite Modernism: showing modern art
works that do not fit the category Modernism yet are
recognized and produced during modern times.
Modern Contemporary: Art at MoMA since 1980.
PS1 Contemporary Art Center, NY, Long Island City,
USA.March 1998 - Oct. 1999
Docent for contemporary art:
Contemporary art exhibitions covered amonst others
during my lectures:
Work by Mario Merz (Italian Arte Povera)
Late Blooming features large scale works by Yoshie
Ueki
Cities on the Move: Art and Architecture in Asian
Cities
Inside Out: New Chinese Art organized by Asian
Society and SFMoMA
Body Works (performance art)
Primarily Structural: Minimalist and Post-Minimalist
works on Paper.
United Federation of Teachers, New York
1998- 2000
Instructor Art History
Specialized classes for teachers of all areas:
1- Introduction to Modern Art I: historical, contextual,
sociological and technical discussion the respective
movements of Modern Art including Realism, Impressionism. Post-Impressionism, Cubism, early Abstraction, German Expressionism, Neue Sachlichkeit,
Russian Constructivism, Dada, Bauhaus, Surrealism
and Call to Order.
2-Introduction to Modern Art II : Abstract Expressionism and its respective reception in Germany,
France, Britain and Italy, Informel (the European Post
war abstract art production) , Pop Art (Britain and
USA), Minimalism (USA), Post-Minimalism (USA and
Europe).

3- Picasso: His Art and Life. Viewing in detail
extensive literature on the artist and discussing the
different methodologies and approaches to his work.
Introducing the extensive range of Picasso’s oeuvre,
drawing attention to the shifting historical circumstances in light of his biography.
4- Art and Psychoanalysis: Introduction to the art
historical method of employing Psychoanalysis for the
interpretation of art works. Primary reading material:
Laurie Schneider Adams. Artist discussed: Leonardo
da Vinci, van Gogh. Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse and
Max Ernst.
Artium Art Collection, Luxembourg (English/German Art Magazine). 1994-1996
Correspondent for Contemporary art in South of
France
Lycee Polyvalent Marie Foucarde, Gardanne,
France. 1990-1991
Assistant Teacher (2nd through Terminale)
College de Gardanne, France. 1990-1991
Assistante Allemande (6ieme through 3ieme)
German language classes
Various Exhibitions in Germany,
France and New York since 1994.

„as knowledge
increases
wonder
deepens“
ch.morgan
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and

photogra-

phies make up this artistic diary. Objects
that

crossed

my

path

are

either

photo-

graphed or as a whole imbedded in a collage.
Playful,

pensive,

humorous,

joyful,

criti-

cal, my work encompasses as much the everyday as the timeless aspects of the human journey.
M ultila they

can

c o llages

yered
be

entered

through the conceptual as much as through the visual aesthetic
layer. Appropriations of images, re-combining the experience of the
daily life. Marking. Producing a reflexion, a different viewpoint.
A smile. Implementing the ordinary. Annotations of the everyday.
The

design

of

the

day

by

day.

The

fabric

of

life.

101. Go ethe in ro me
oil on paper
& mixed media
36 x 24 cm
1996

102. RAVENNA ►
mixed media
36 x 24 cm
1996

1 0 3 . J ules
watercolor ,
crayon ,M atches
letter
1996

104. Per sian Kingd o m
drawing & platine
16 x 16 cm
2000

1 0 5 . u. n. pla z a mixed media
letter
1996

ho mage to canada

1 06. wh en i used to b e
mixed media
letter
1998

108. pro natu re ►
mixed media
Letter
2000

107. n ow w e a re talking USA
appropriation art
16 x 16 cm
1998

109. ma rylin in france
collage
16 x 16 cm
1999

110. deux ans de gar antie
collage
letter
1996

111. picass o‘ s b udd h a
collage
letter
1998

1 1 2 . Pisces
collage
1 6 x 1 6 cm
2001

113. natu r almente ro ma
collage
Letter
2003

114. MET
collage
16 x 16 cm
2002

„seeing is
believing“

The medium to allow the spontaneous re-action to a given
situation.

Framing.

Re-fra-

ming. Combing the flow of life.
Aller

sur

le

motif

disait

Cezanne. Going again and again,
re-designing the visual world.
T ransfor ming the regular into the extraordinary.

p h o t os

20 1 - 2 0 7 . bluebe r r ies se ries
analog photography
ongoing since 1999

2 0 8 . mar seille
collage photography
letter
1994

209. n ot re dame de la mer
analog photography
letter
1994

2 1 0 . Wave 1 ( Niagar a )
collage photography
letter
1999

211 . Wave 2 ( Niagar a)
collage photography
letter
1999

21 2 . bu rgau
collage
analog photography
2 9 , 7 x 2 1 cm
1997

213. h uds on
Collage
analog photography
29,7 x 21 cm
1998

21 4 . sto rm king
collage
analog photography
2 8 x 2 0 cm
1999

215. nimes
Collage
analog photography
29,7 x 21 cm
1997

2 1 6 . to uc h t h e ligh t
Collage
analog photography
letter
1998

2 1 7 . - 2 1 8 . himmel - kassel
analog photography
letter
1997

„movement is
security,
stillness is
danger“
j.lacan

draw

wi n gs

T

he

expressive

line.

Forceful. Poetic. Undulating.
Producing

an

expression. Thoughts

and feelings are expressed in drawing or
writing. Often at suggestive level they are personal yet try to hit the note of a whole generation.
RecurrenT themes the mountain, ocean, trees,
flowers. Sailing boats, a star, the crescendo moon.
R ain , - fo -

rest. The line is the momentum of

step -

ping-out of the universe, of touching
ground .
on
combined

earth.
with
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3 01. cl ouds for plants 1
watercolor on paper
letter
2001

3 0 2 . clouds for plants 2
watercolor on paper
letter
2001

3 0 3 . A pple 3
watercolor , acrylic on paper
letter
2002

304. Blue A pples
watercolor, acrylic on paper
letter
2000

305. Blue A pple 1
watercolor, acrylic on paper
letter
2000

306.-310. Vase 1-5
crayon , ink on paper
letter
2001

3 1 1 . h ey th er e
ink on paper
22 x 15 cm
2000

3 1 2 . sky & o cean
ink on paper
22 x 15 cm
2000

313. f riends for eve r
ink on paper
22 x 15 cm
2000

3 1 4 . Life o f plants 3
pen on paper
letter
2001

3 1 5 . lo ve of live
watercolor on paper
letter
2002

316. L ife
pen on paper
letter
2001

317. sailing
ballpen on paper
16 x 16 cm
2001

318. tell me
ballpen on paper
16 x 16 cm
2002

„ duration, identified
w ith imagination,
in art, is
i mmediately felt
as eternal“
spinonza

paintings

Colours are feelings. Emotions. Vibrations. Colour stands for Energy. Flow. With colours
the inner life is attained. Colours express: strength, harmony, balance. Movement. To say
it with the founders of the Blue Reiter, painting reaches the inner realms as does music.
Colours without a clearly defined form allow the viewer an experience of flow and stillness.
The pictorial quest started in 1992 with Andre Malraux´s famous quote of the mid 1950
“The 21st century will be spiritual or won’t be”. (Le 21e siecle sera spirituel au ne sera pas).
Now living in C artesian France this statement of an agnostic writer and minister of culture
intrigued me to the point that I started a whole study on the probable meaning of Malraux’s
statement. Soon one of the key ideas were- metamorphosis and tr ansformation. Many
well known writers have questioned and expressed their thoughts on these key concepts.
I soon came to the conclusion that the horizontal represented this earth with all that
we visibly and tacitly and audible capture. On this purely visible/physical level we might
have made some discoveries during the last century; but on the vertical- non-historical, non-progressive level we seem on hold, made little effort to uncover its realm.
Choosing a vertical format, mostly of a larger size, I engage in seizing a ascending and descending movement through tr ansparent veils of one tonal hue. The movement should be
equally ascending and descending, giving the impression of an eternal metamorphosisa process that seems to unfold continuously. An instantly up. - and downward movement.
While producing this body of work, I was offered a book entitled “André Malraux et la
C ascade de Nachi”. In this book Malraux’s Japanese translator reports how Malraux has
had his ‘illumination’ while standing in front of this famous waterfall. To my great astonishment and delight Malraux states that the C ascade as a physical entity- water- is in
a descending movement, but as an image it ascends to the sky. Therefore it has as much
an ascending as descending quality and produces an instant metamorphosis. I therefore
entitled the painting I was working on “C ascade de Nachi” and the series ‘C ascades’ as an
homage to the loop that had been created between the beginning of the my search with
Malraux’ statement “Le 21ieme siecle sera spirituel ou ne sera pas”, my pictorial work of
an instantly ascending and descending movement and Malraux’s final experience in K yoto.

401. cascade ro uge
oil on canvas
140 x 110 cm
2002

4 0 2 . - 4 03. santiag o 1-2
oil on canvas
46 x 24 cm
2002

4 0 4 . - 4 0 5. santiag o 3-4
oil on canvas
46 x 24 cm
2002

406.-408. sienna 1-3
oil on canvas
20 x 15 cm
2005

409.-410. ho mage to b ar nett newman ►
acrylic on paper
30 x 24 cm
2002

4 1 1 . cascade 2 2 (a )

412. cascade 22 (b)

oil on canvas
46 x 24 cm
2002

oil on canvas
46 x 24 cm
2002

413. cascade 2
oil on canvas
140 x 110 cm
1994

414.-416. Jasmin 1-3
oil on canvas
46 x 24 cm
2002
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